
 
 

 2017 Project Support II – Panel Results and Comments 

 Cuyahoga River Community Planning 

 
  

 

Your Project Title: Cuyahoga RiverDay 

Your Project Summary: RiverDay, to be held on May 20, 2017, brings thousands of people to events held 

along the Cuyahoga River, its tributaries, and Lake Erie tributaries, to engage the public in stream 

cleanups, tree plantings, tours, floats, and educational programs. In addition to these, the 2017 event will 

feature a public art project inviting artists of all ages to design River Mile signage that will be produced 

and installed along the bulkheads on the ship channel that runs through the Cleveland Flats. 

Final Score: Somewhat. Overall, the panel found that the applicant provided some evidence throughout 

the application that the funding criteria were met.   

CAC Grant Amount: $4000 

 

To ensure an impartial and transparent application review process, CAC convened an online panel of arts 

and cultural professionals from outside the region who evaluated and scored eligible applications. 

Panelists scored each application based on the Funding Criteria—Public Benefit, Artistic and Cultural 

Vibrancy and Organizational Capacity—with an emphasis on Public Benefit. For more details regarding the 

panel process and full panelist bios, please review the Panel Guide. 

      

Trey Hartt 
(Richmond, VA) 

Hollyann Vickers 
(Alameda, CA) 

Rebecca Berrios 
(Nashville, TN) 

Christy Uchida  
(Chicago, IL) 

Ruby Lopez Harper 
(Washington, DC) 

Andrew Goldberg 
(Miami, FL) 

 

Below you will find each panelist’s score and comment on your application in response to the question: 

With an emphasis on public benefit, does the applicant demonstrate evidence that it meets CAC’s three 

funding criteria? 

Note: Panelist scores and comments are presented in no particular order. 

Questions? Cuyahoga Arts & Culture is here to assist. Please contact: 
 

Dan McLaughlin    Roshi Ahmadian 
manager – project support  associate – communications & grant programs 
dmclaughlin@cacgrants.org     rahmadian@cacgrants.org 

 216-515-8303 x101   216-515-8303 x109  

http://www.cacgrants.org/assets/ce/Documents/Project%20Support/2017%20PS%20II%20Panel%20Guide%20for%20Web%20with%20Panelists.pdf
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Score: No 

Comment: River Day sounds like a wonderful event that inspires the community to think about and 

interact with the Cuyahoga River as a place of recreation, creativity, and culture. I commend the 

organization for its interest in bringing artistic & cultural vibrancy to the ship channel by incorporating 

artist-designed way finding, but I am not confident in its capacity to execute the project in a proper way. 

I would be more supportive if the budget included honorariums for artist designs, which is a public art 

best practice and a better way to engage qualified and diverse arts professionals. 

 

 

Score: Yes 

Comment: Yes, this project meets the funding requirements. Restoration of environment and encouraging 

enjoyment/appreciation of the natural landscape of Cleveland is of great public benefit. The project 

contributes to a lively and energetic neighborhood, demonstrating cultural vibrancy. Being a repeat event, 

I have confidence there is organization capacity to carry out the project, even as they attempt to double 

the number of events. In the measurement of goal, I do encourage some additional thought on how to 

measure progress and final numbers, striving for 1400. 

 

 

Score: Somewhat 

Comment: While there is no denying the public benefit of the applicant to the environmental stewardship 

of the Cuyahoga river, the public benefit for the use of art in their river day is unclear. Will the art remain 

after the river day? How will the artists be solicited? The applicant mentioned students and personal 

networks of the ED. In the former, CAC guidelines prefer that high quality artists are used and paid. If the 

latter, how exactly will the word be spread? I am concerned if it's just friends of the ED. That diminishes 

the public benefit. If funds are to be used for marketing purposes, I would have like to know more about 

the marketing and publicity efforts. The community is somewhat defined, but river lovers can take all 

kinds of shapes and forms. Where from the city does the applicant expect participants to come from and 

how will the marketing support a diverse cross-section of Cuyahoga county? The budget is sound. It's great 

to know there is already matching cash pledged. This sounds like a great organization, but the project just 

doesn't fully stack up to the CAC guidelines, as it is presented in this proposal. 

 

 

Score: Yes 

Panelist 1 

Panelist 2 

Panelist 3 

Panelist 4 
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Comment: The project met the funding criteria. The activities planned and the public benefit was clearly 

stated and I appreciated the ability to interlace arts and the environment as a way to increase awareness 

and connection to the community. I would have liked to have seen reference or thought process around 

whether the project is able to or focused around changing perceptions or behaviors and how those are 

being measured both short term and long term. Additionally, more information about specific efforts to 

reach interested groups would have been helpful. The budget was reasonable and made sense, but I 

would have liked to have seen detail around how the inkind figure was calculated. Also consider growing 

compensation to artists to strengthen evidence towards meeting ACV criteria. 

 

 

Score: Somewhat 

Comment: This proposal somewhat meets the criteria.  While the goal indicates that RiverDay would like 

to attract more birders, artists, photographers, and culture buffs, it is light on details as to how this will 

happen, so the public benefit is uncertain.  While bringing public art to the river may be a good way to 

create artistic and cultural vibrancy, it is unclear how the public art will be executed (other than that it 

will be created by students selected via an RFP process).  In my experience, outdoor public art presents 

many challenges with scale, durability, impact, etc. and it's unclear if the organization has had experience 

with an arts project like this in the past.  No specific artistic qualifications are provided for the organization 

or for involved individuals.  The proposal does include clear goals and a realistic budget, so I do not have 

any particular concerns about organizational capacity. 

 

 

Score: Yes 

Comment: Yes, Cuyahoga River Restoration's project meets the funding criteria. Access to a clean 

Cuyahoga River to engage with nature and recreation clearly contributes to lively and energetic 

neighborhoods. However, Cuyahoga River Restoration's is a stand-out because of its focus on the public 

benefit, both as an organization and specifically through their project, RiverDay. RiverDay will provide an 

array of activities for the public to interact with their community and care for their river.  The organization 

has partnered with many arts professionals and community organizations to ensure the day is welcoming 

to all. Their budget is clear and they appear capable of meeting the match requirement. I feel confident 

in Cuyahoga River Restoration's ability to carry through with RiverDay. 

Panelist 5 

Panelist 6 


